The latest News Around Us in Sept_06
Pro-China social media campaign expands to new countries, blames U.S. for
COVID
By Joseph Menn - Reuters

Reuters/Aly Song FILE PHOTO: China's President Xi Jinping is shown on a screen
through digitally decorated glass during the World Internet Conference (WIC) in
Wuzhen
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - A misinformation campaign on social media in support
of Chinese government interests has expanded to new languages and platforms, and it
even tried to get people to show up to protests in the United States, researchers said
on Wednesday.
Experts at security company FireEye and Alphabet’s Google said the operation was
identified in 2019 as running hundreds of accounts in English and Chinese aimed at
discrediting the Hong Kong democracy movement.
The effort has broadened its mission and spread from Twitter, Facebook and Google
to thousands of handles on dozens of sites around the world.
This expansion suggests Chinese interests have made a deeper commitment to the sort
of international propaganda techniques Russia has used for several years, experts
said.
Some of the new accounts are on networks used predominantly in countries that have
not previously been significant Chinese propaganda targets, such as Argentina. Other
networks have users around the world but with a large proportion in Russia or
Germany.

False information about COVID-10 has been a major focus. For example, accounts
on social networking sites vKontakte, LiveJournal and elsewhere in Russian, German,
Spanish and other languages have asserted that the novel coronavirus emerged in the
United States before China and that it was developed by the U.S. military.
Multiple Russian-language LiveJournal accounts used identical wording: "U.S. Ft.
Detrick was the source of COVID-19," referring to the U.S. Army's Fort Detrick
installation in Maryland.
In addition to promoting false information on the virus, researchers said priorities for
the group include criticizing fugitive Chinese propagandist Guo Wengui and his ally,
former Donald Trump strategist Steve Bannon, and exploiting concerns about
anti-Asian racism.
“We have observed extensive promotion of Russian, German, Spanish, Korean, and
Japanese-language content on U.S. and non-U.S.-based platforms, in addition to the
typical English and Chinese-language activity that has been widely reported on,”
FireEye said in a report published Wednesday. Many of the accounts link to each
other or use the same photos, helping the researchers see connections among them.
Many of the posts echo claims in state-controlled Chinese media, and they are
consistent with other government propaganda efforts. The researchers do not have
proof of involvement by a specific arm or ally of Beijing. The Chinese embassy in
Washington did not respond to a request for comment.
So far, the accounts on the main U.S. platforms and major networks elsewhere such
as Russia-based vKontakte have gained little interaction with authentic users, the
researchers said.
"A lot of it is tweeting into the void," said John Hultquist, vice president of
intelligence analysis at FireEye.
Some of the posts urged protesters to demonstrate against racism in the United States.
In addition, they called on protesters to rally in April outside what the accounts said
was the New York home of wealthy expatriate Guo, but there was little evidence that
people showed up.
The coordinated fake accounts took that in stride, instead distributing doctored
photos of a different protest in a different place.
"It's almost like they are being paid by volume," instead of engagement, said Shane
Huntley, director of the threat analysis group at Google.
Alphabet's YouTube has been removing about a thousand channels a month tied to the
campaign, though most promote Chinese entertainment more than political views or
misinformation.
The production quality is improving, with higher-resolution video and better subtitles,
suggesting an investment for the long haul.

Though the accounts have not been successful at blending in and attracting native
followers, Hultquist said he was concerned that the dedication of resources would
lead to improved technique and more convincing misinformation spreading.
“They've clearly got a wide mandate that's global. Someone is giving them pretty
broad orders,” Hultquist said.
(Reporting by Joseph Menn; Editing by Cynthia Osterman)

Fighting continues in Afghanistan's Panjshir Valley as anti-Taliban resistance
vows to hold out
Natasha Turak - CNBC

Provided by CNBC Taliban members patrol after they entered the Panjshir Valley,
the only province the group had not seized during its sweep last month in Afghanistan
on September 6, 2021.
The status of the Panjshir Valley in the east of Afghanistan remained unclear Tuesday,
following Taliban statements that the militants had taken the last holdout province in
the country even as anti-Taliban resistance members vowed to keep fighting.
If the claims of victory are true, it means that the whole of Afghanistan is now under
control of the Taliban, who through a series of stunning battlefield gains and Afghan
military surrenders through July and early August took over the country of nearly 40
million as the U.S. withdrew its forces.
It would also mean an unprecedented and profoundly symbolic defeat for a province
known for its thus far undefeated fighters, who over the last several decades
successfully withstood both Taliban and Soviet invasions and who were vital allies to
the U.S.
Fighting was continuing as of late Tuesday, according to a member of the National
Resistance Front, who spoke to CNBC from Panjshir on condition of anonymity due
to security risks. The NRF is a multi-ethnic group of tribes, militias and Afghan
military personnel who oppose the Taliban.

Provided by CNBC Afghan resistance movement and anti-Taliban uprising forces
take part in military training at the Abdullah Khil area of Dara district in Panjshir
province on August 24, 2021.
While the Taliban have entered the historically crucial valley, there is no evidence
that they have taken control of it, says Kamal Alam, a nonresident senior fellow at the
Atlantic Council, who was in the Panjshir just last month.
"Taliban have claimed they took Panjshir before without evidence. This time one
thing is clear: They have definitely entered Panjshir," Alam told CNBC on Tuesday.
"Taking it entirely is another matter, and yet to be proven. They have only taken parts
of it at a minimal level for now, that much is certain."
First the Soviets, then the Taliban: A legacy of resistance
Alam is senior advisor to the Massoud Foundation, an organization that promotes the
legacy of Ahmad Shah Massoud, the anti-Taliban resistance leader who was
assassinated before the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
Massoud's son Ahmad is the leader of the National Resistance Front and CEO of the
Massoud Foundation. In a prepared statement posted to social media on Monday,
Ahmad Massoud vowed to fight on against the Taliban and sought to rally others to
do the same.
"In no way military pressure on us and our territory will lessen our resolve to
continue our fight," he said.
"Wherever you are, whether inside the country or outside, we appeal to you to rise up
in resistance for the dignity, integrity, and freedom of our country ... We, the NRF,
will stand firmly with you."

Provided by CNBC Ahmad Massoud, son of Afghanistan's slain anti-Soviet resistance
hero Ahmad Shah Massoud, waves as he arrives to attend a gathering in Bazarak,
Panjshir province, Afghanistan, September 5, 2019.
Ahmad Massoud criticized the Taliban for not abiding by a resolution reached by
Afghanistan's Council of Ulema, or top religious scholars, calling for a cessation of
hostilities.
"We considered it final and non-violable, waiting for the other side's response,"
Ahmad Massoud said in his Monday statement. "Yet the Taliban revealed their true
nature by discarding the resolution's demand" with their offensive into the Panjshir.
Ahmad Massoud, 32, was educated in the West at Sandhurst Military Academy and
King's College London. He has vowed to continue the legacy of his late father,
claiming to fight for a free and democratic Afghanistan.
Known as the "Lion of the Panjshir," Ahmad Shah Massoud led resistance against the
Soviets in the 1980s and the Taliban in the 1990s. The mountainous Panjshir
persisted as one of the only parts of Afghanistan the Taliban were not able to seize
during that time.

Provided by CNBC Afghan men wave a flag above the portrait of late Afghan
commander Ahmad Shah Massoud (R) in Paryan district of Panjshir province on

August 23, 2021, as the Taliban said their fighters had surrounded resistance forces
holed up in the valley, but were looking to negotiate rather than take the fight to them.
Ahmad Shah Massoud worked with CIA paramilitary forces to galvanize and train
local tribes to combat the Taliban but was assassinated by al Qaeda militants just two
days before the group's terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon
that precipitated the U.S. intervention in Afghanistan.
Taliban victory would be 'huge psychological defeat'
The implications and the significance of losing the Panjshir to the Taliban would be
huge, said Alam. "Not just for Afghanistan, but the world — 9/11, the end of the Cold
War and guerilla warfare folklore all collide in Panjshir."
For the last two and a half decades, "the Taliban were beaten time and again, every
time they tried to enter the northeast; not just Panjshir," Alam said. "However, now if
God forbid Panjshir was to fall, it will be a huge psychological and tactical defeat
with a strategic change for the future of Central Asia too."
Emily Winterbotham, director of the terrorism and conflict group at the Royal United
Services Institute in London, echoed that sentiment.
"If confirmed, the Taliban's victory over the small province of Panjshir is deeply
symbolic," Winterbotham said. "It ends, at least for now, the last strand of resistance
to the Taliban, a feat not achieved by the regime the first time around in the 1990s."
It would also demonstrate just how much stronger the Taliban are compared to 20
years ago. The Taliban have not only grown in size and in terms of support or
acceptance in parts of the country; they also now have possession of billions of
dollars worth of U.S. weapons and two decades of experience fighting Western
militaries.
While the Taliban have said they intend to establish a more inclusive and conciliatory
leadership than in the past, the behavior of its fighters in recent weeks tells a different
story. Taliban members have killed and beaten civilians — particularly protesters —
including women and children.
"Concerns are mounting that the Taliban will seek to exact harsh retribution for the
resistance against the inhabitants of the valley," Winterbotham said. "How the
Taliban responds is an indicator of how much the group has actually changed."

Ethiopia Officials Say 120 Civilians Killed in One of Deadliest Massacres of
10-Month War
Rebecca Klapper - Newsweek
Local officials in Ethiopia say that over 120 civilians have been killed by Tigray
forces in recent days, which would be one of the deadliest massacres of the country's
10-month war, though the exact number is not yet known.

Eduardo Soteras/AFP via Getty Images Ethiopian officials say that Tigray forces
have killed over 120 civilians in one of the deadliest massacres in the 10-month war.
Women displaced by fighting in northern Ethiopia sit in a classroom at a school
where they are temporary sheltered, in the city of Dessie, Ethiopia, on Aug. 24, 2021.
The war began in November of last year, and was primarily confined to the Tigray
region, but the fighting has now spread into the neighboring Amhara region.
Sewunet Wubalem, administrator for the Dabat woreda, or district, in Amhara told
the Associated Press that 123 bodies have been recovered as of Wednesday, and more
are expected to be found.
"The attack on Sept. 4 was the most severe one, especially in Chenna Teklehaymanot
village," Sewunet said.
Tigray forces have been accused by civilians of committing abuses against civilians
including massacres and forced starvation. In the town of Debre Tabor, Getasew
Anteneh said he watched Tigray forces destroy a home, killing six people.
"I believe it was a deliberate revenge attack, and civilians are suffering," Getasew
told the Associated Press.
Sewunet said that the attack began on Aug. 27 after Ethiopian forces blocked an
attempt by Tigray fighters to seize the city of Gondar.
Local residents blamed the Tigray forces for looting, shelling and killing civilians,
Sewunet said. "Children, mothers and even religious elders were also targeted," he
said.
The death toll could be as high as 200, Bekele Yitbarek, head of the North Gondar
Health Bureau, said. "As far as I know, some (Tigray) fighters are still hiding in
between farms and continue their killings," he said.

Spokesman for the Tigray forces Getachew Reda did not immediately respond to
questions. He has told the AP that Tigray forces aren't targeting civilians as they fight
in Ethiopia's Amhara and Afar regions, but multiple witnesses in recent days have
alleged otherwise.
The conflict in Ethiopia's Tigray region has spread into other areas in recent weeks,
displacing hundreds of thousands of people. The Tigray forces say they are trying to
pressure the government to lift the near-complete blockade on food aid and other
essential supplies to their region as some 400,000 people there face famine
conditions.
The United Nations, United States and others are pressing for an immediate
cease-fire and a path to talks to end a war that has killed thousands of people in
Africa's second-most populous country.

Eduardo Soteras/AFP via Getty Images Long confined to Tigray, the conflict in
Ethiopia has recently spread to two neighboring regions, Afar and Amhara, with
heavy weapons fire killing an untold number of civilians and displacing hundreds of
thousands more. Recruits for reserves of Amhara regional forces stand during their
graduation ceremony, in the city of Dessie, Ethiopia, on Aug. 24, 2021. Eduardo
Soteras/AFP via Getty Images

Yellen warns of likely October debt cliff and incoming 'irreparable damage'
Jennifer Scholtes & Caitlin Emma - Politico
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen warned congressional leaders on Wednesday that she
expects the country's debt limit will hit its breaking point next month, dealing a likely
blow to the global economy without quick action.

Greg Nash-Pool/Getty Images Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said the Biden
administration’s most recent calculations suggest that the United States will run out
of cash in October.
In a letter to top lawmakers in both parties, Yellen said the Biden administration’s
“best and most recent” calculations suggest that the United States will run out of
cash “during the month of October.” If Congress continues to push off action on the
debt limit over the next few weeks, she warned, the uncertainty alone could hurt
financial markets.
“We have learned from past debt limit impasses,” the secretary wrote, “that waiting
until the last minute to suspend or increase the debt limit can cause serious harm to
business and consumer confidence, raise short-term borrowing costs for taxpayers,
and negatively impact the credit rating of the United States.”
Hearkening to the 2011 debt limit standoff that resulted in the nation’s credit rating
being downgraded for the first time in U.S. history, Yellen cautioned that “a delay
that calls into question the federal government’s ability to meet all its obligations
would likely cause irreparable damage to the U.S. economy and global financial
markets.”
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi reiterated Wednesday that Democrats will pursue a
bipartisan vote to waive the debt limit, rather than using the reconciliation process to
bypass the need for Republican support in the Senate.
“We won’t be putting it in reconciliation,” Pelosi told reporters during a press
conference. “We have several options. We’ll make them known to you as we go
forward. But it has to happen.”
Yellen reiterated that she backs Democrats’ plan to seek bipartisan action on the
issue, noting in her letter that “Congress has addressed the debt limit in recent years
through regular order, with broad bipartisan support."

Top Democrats are considering whether to tie action on the debt limit to whatever
stopgap spending bill they craft this month to keep the government funded when the
new fiscal year dawns on Oct. 1. But Pelosi evaded questioning Wednesday about that
option.
“I’m not here to talk about where we will put the debt limit. But it won’t be on
reconciliation,” she said.
Dozens of Senate Republicans have threatened to vote against any debt limit remedy,
arguing that Democrats have spent trillions of dollars this year without any GOP
input and can therefore own the debt problem through the same partisan path.
But voting in opposition could be politically costly for the Republicans, if Democrats
do couple action on the debt limit with a government funding bill. And President Joe
Biden threw an extra wrench into budget negotiations when he called Tuesday for
extra hurricane relief and Afghan resettlement funding under that plan.

Clip of Joe Biden Claiming People Don't Say 'Tornado' Anymore Viewed 2M
Times
Ewan Palmer - Newsweek
A clip of President Joe Biden suggesting that people do not use the term "tornadoes"
anymore has gone viral, and been viewed more than two million times online.

MANDEL NGAN / AFP)/Getty Images Joe Biden tours a neighbourhood affected by
Hurricane Ida in Manville, New Jersey on September 7, 2021.
The footage was recorded at a press conference in New Jersey while the president
was visiting the state and New York to witness the devastation caused by Hurricane
Ida.

During the conference, Biden said FEMA administrator Deanne Criswell had just
visited Mullica Hills and Wenonah after they were both "hit by the tornado" before
making the remake about people no longer using the word.
Joe Biden on tornadoes: "...they don't call them that anymore..."
pic.twitter.com/HwkpYzv8bm
— Charlie Spiering (@charliespiering) September 7, 2021
Biden goes on to discuss other recent devastating weather incidents and tackling
climate change.
"You know, the members of Congress know from their colleagues in Congress that,
you know, the—what looks like a tornado—they don't call them that anymore—that
hit the crops and wetlands in the middle of the country, in Iowa, in Nevada, and—I
mean, it's just across the board," Biden said.
The clip of Biden suggesting people no longer use the phrase tornado anymore was
first posted to Twitter by Charlie Spiering, the White House correspondent for the
far-right news site Breitbart News.
Fox News meteorologist Janice Dean was one of those who suggested that Biden may
have gotten mixed up with a derecho, a long-lived, straight-line wind storm, during
the press conference.
In August 2020, a powerful derecho which traveled from southeast South Dakota to
Ohio caused billions of dollars worth of damage, with Iowa one of the states which
saw the most devastation from the storm.
It is unclear what event Biden was referring to in Nevada during the press
conference.
"Yes, we still call them tornadoes," Dean tweeted while sharing the clip of Biden.
"He might be confusing them with derechos which can look like tornado damage. The
Nevada thing threw me off as well."
Elsewhere at the conference, Biden said the entire country has been witnessing
devastating weather as a result of climate change.
"For decades, scientists have warned ... weather would be more extreme and climate
change was here, and we're living through it now. We don't have any more time,"
Biden said.
"I've been on the telephone or on the road an awful lot between California, Idaho,
New Orleans—excuse me, not New Orleans—Louisiana, but in New
Orleans—Mississippi and, you know, here.
"I mean, every part of the country—every part of the country is getting hit by extreme
weather."

More than 60 people died in the U.S. and hundreds of thousands left without
power after Hurricane Ida battered Louisiana on August 29, with winds speeds of up
to 150 miles per hour.
The White House has been contacted for comment.

Biden Hurting Poor by Blocking Afghan Reserves, Official Says
Eltaf Najafizada - Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- The Biden administration’s move to freeze Afghan government
reserves held in U.S. accounts last month would dry up liquidity, force banks to close
and push the country into further poverty, an Afghanistan central bank official said.

Photographer: AAMIR QURESHI/AFP Biden Hurting Poor by Blocking Afghan
Reserves, Official Says
Shah Mehrabi, a senior board member of Da Afghanistan Bank, has been lobbying
members of U.S. Congress and policy makers for a “conditional release” of these
funds amounting to about $9.4 billion.
Mehrabi, who lives in the U.S. and has been a board member since 2002, said talks
have been productive although he declined to provide further details.
“President Biden is not hurting the Taliban or the current regime,” Mehrabi said in
an interview with Bloomberg News.
“This is really hurting everyday Afghans and they will push them into further
poverty.”

With no access to reserves, Afghanistan is likely to face a liquidity crisis with banks
forced to close, said Mehrabi, who is an economics professor at Montgomery College
in Maryland.
This in turn will affect private companies, which won’t have access to their bank
deposits, and severely impact an economy that depends on imports for virtually all its
needs.
Mehrabi, who doesn’t represent the Taliban but has advised previous governments, is
one of several Afghan central bank board members who live outside the country.
The Taliban has since named the leader of their economic commission as the acting
central bank governor last month. No plans on the financial system have been
disclosed, although the Taliban have negotiated with banks to stay operational.
This week, the Taliban unveiled a new cabinet and appointed a little-known official as
the acting finance minister. They also named Din Mohammad Hanif, who was a
member of the Taliban’s negotiating team in Qatar, as acting economy minister.
Mehrabi said he proposed that the U.S. release up to $150 million a week so that the
central bank can carry out money market auctions to boost liquidity and curb soaring
inflation. Since the Taliban took over, Afghanistan’s currency has depreciated 10% to
15% and prices have jumped 20%-25%, he said.
The U.S. was able to work with the Taliban over evacuation plans when their troops
withdrew from Afghanistan, and they could do the same over the reserves, Mehrabi
said. “Their biggest concern is mostly political, not economical,” in releasing the
funds.
Since Biden’s administration also negotiated with the Taliban on how to target other
militant groups in Afghanistan like ISIS-K, then “why couldn’t they negotiate with
this particular process of releasing funds?” Mehrabi asked.

Hurricane Larry now a Category 2; swells to impact Florida and the US East Coast
for the rest of the week
Robin Webb, Chris Perkins And Victoria Ballard - South Florida Sun Sentinel
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. – Large, dangerous swells from Hurricane Larry are
expected to reach Florida and the U.S. East Coast Wednesday and remain through
week’s end, forecasters said.

National Hurricane Center/TNS Tropical storm conditions are expected late
Wednesday or Thursday in Bermuda as Hurricane Larry churns toward the island
with top winds of 115 mph.
Areas north of Palm Beach County could see waves between 4 and 6 feet in areas
such as Martin, St. Lucie and Indian River counties, according to National Weather
Service meteorologist Don Harrigan.
The rip currents and swells, which the National Hurricane Center characterized as
life-threatening, will also impact parts of the far eastern Caribbean, Bahamas and
Canadian shores.
Tropical storm conditions are expected late Wednesday or Thursday in Bermuda as
Hurricane Larry churns toward the island with top winds of 110 mph, dropping it to a
Category 2 storm. A tropical storm warning has been issued for the island.
Larry is forecast to pass east of Bermuda, making its closest approach Thursday.
Because Larry is such a large storm, impacts could be felt well east of the island, the
hurricane center said.
Larry’s speed is then forecast to increase as it approaches Newfoundland, Canada.
Its intensity could drop as it moves over the cooler water.
Larry is forecast to pass near Cape Race, Newfoundland, late Friday.
“Newfoundland has been the target of nearly three dozen named tropical systems
since 1950, although most were downgraded to extratropical systems by landfall,”
said AccuWeather Senior Weather Editor and Meteorologist Jesse Ferrell.
As of 11 a.m. Wednesday, Larry was 500 miles southeast of Bermuda, moving on a
path to the northwest at 13 mph. By Thursday, it is expected to speed up and turn
north-northwest and north.

Forecasters said Larry’s hurricane-force winds extended up to 70 miles from its
center with tropical-storm-force winds extended up to 205 miles outward.
Larry’s top winds reached a peak of 125 mph Sunday, just 5 mph shy of the minimum
threshold for a Category 4 hurricane.
Experts say there’s a chance Larry, which strengthened into a hurricane on Sept. 2,
could become the longest-lived system of the season, surpassing Ida, which lasted
nine days.
If Larry hits near Newfoundland as a hurricane on Sept. 10 or 11 as forecast, that
would put it on a nine-day survival track as a hurricane.
Forecasters are also watching an area of low pressure in the Caribbean, which is
forecast to move across the U.S. Gulf Coast from Louisiana to the Florida Panhandle,
possibly as a tropical depression.
It’s expected to cut across the Florida peninsula and move into the Atlantic, where
some development could take place.
The next named storm to form would be Mindy.

Who to blame for Taliban takeover? Former Afghan envoy points finger at Kabul
Phil Stewart - Reuters

Reuters/JOSHUA ROBERTS FILE PHOTO: Afghan Ambassador to the United States
Roya Rahmani speaks during an interview with Reuters in Washington
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Roya Rahmani, Afghanistan's first female ambassador to
the United States who left her post in July, is clearly horrified by the Taliban takeover
of her country. But she is not surprised.

In an interview, Rahmani accused the former U.S.-backed government in Kabul of a
failure to lead the country and of widespread corruption that ultimately paved the
way for the Taliban's victory last month.
She also warned the United States, still smarting from its defeat, that the rise of the
Taliban would have far-reaching geopolitical consequences.
"I, as an Afghan, was not surprised by the fact that the Taliban took over Afghanistan
the way they did and how quickly they did, partly because of the lack of leadership by
the Afghan government that was in place at the time," Rahmani said.
President Joe Biden acknowledged he and other officials were aware of the risk that
the Afghan government could collapse following the U.S. military withdrawal.
But they say they were caught off-guard by the speed of the Taliban victory, a
miscalculation that helped lead to a chaotic U.S. military airlift of U.S. citizens and
vulnerable Afghans. Thirteen U.S. troops and scores of Afghans were killed in a
suicide bombing during the operation.
Biden, in a speech last month, accused Afghan troops of lacking "the will to fight" for
their country's future.
Rahmani saw things differently.
"It was not the Afghan forces, that they were not willing to fight for their freedom and
for protection of their people. It was the leadership that was corrupt. And they handed
over, basically, the country to the Taliban," she said, without providing specific
allegations.
In particular, Ashraf Ghani's decision to abandon the presidency and leave
Afghanistan on Aug. 15 was "extremely disappointing and embarrassing," she said.
Ghani said on Wednesday he left because he wanted to avoid bloodshed. He denied
allegations he stole millions of dollars on his way out.
"Leaving Kabul was the most difficult decision of my life," Ghani said.
Rahmani, who is 43, left the job as ambassador to the United States after nearly three
years in the role. During her posting she wrestled with what she believed was a
politically-motivated case over an embassy construction project.
She denied any wrongdoing and an anti-corruption court found flaws in the case,
sending it back even before the Afghan government crumbled.
"I invite any investigative body to look at all the documents," she said.
But Rahmani's accusations of broad corruption and mismanagement in Kabul carry
echoes of warnings by current and former U.S. officials for years. Experts say
corruption was steadily eroding ordinary Afghans' faith in the U.S.-backed
government and even turning some of them to the Taliban.

Rahmani described being cut out of discussions between Washington and Kabul,
including during the Trump administration. Neither capital appeared to be fully
preparing for consequences of the U.S. withdrawal, she said.
She warned of geopolitical shifts that will impact the United States and its allies.
Pakistan - a prickly U.S. ally that is close to the Taliban - will have gained leverage
in its dealings with the Washington, she said.
"I believe that the United States will be facing a new Pakistan," she said, while
cautioning the Taliban's takeover will have ripple effects on India, China, Turkey and
beyond.
The last time the Taliban ruled Afghanistan, girls could not attend school and women
were banned from work and education. Religious police would flog anyone breaking
the rules and public executions were carried out.
The Taliban have urged Afghans to be patient and vowed to be more tolerant this
time.
But Rahmani says the Taliban's decision to exclude women from all of the top
government positions announced on Tuesday was proof that dark times may be ahead
for women.
On Tuesday, a group of Afghan women in a Kabul street had to take cover after
Taliban gunmen fired into the air to disperse hundreds of protesters.
"I salute all the brave women of Afghanistan. It is quite risky to do what they are
doing," Rahmani said. "And it's also an indication to the rest of the world that they
have everything to lose at this point."
(Reporting by Phil Stewart; Editing by Mary Milliken and Angus MacSwan)

US Navy launches Mideast drone task force amid Iran tensions
Jon Gambrell - Associated Press (AP)
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — The U.S. Navy's Mideast-based 5th Fleet said
Wednesday it will launch a new task force that incorporates airborne, sailing and
underwater drones after years of maritime attacks linked to ongoing tensions with
Iran.

Provided by Associated Press In this handout image from the U.S. Navy, an MQ-9
Sea Guardian unmanned maritime surveillance drone flies over the USS Coronado in
the Pacific Ocean during a drill April 21, 2021.
The U.S. Navy's Mideast-based 5th Fleet said Wednesday, Sept. 8, 2021, it will launch
a new task force that incorporates airborne, sailing and underwater drones after
years of maritime attacks linked to ongoing tensions with Iran. (U.S. Navy/Chief Mass
Communication Specialist Shannon Renfroe, via AP)
Navy officials declined to identify which systems they would introduce from their
headquarters on the island nation of Bahrain in the Persian Gulf. However, they
promised the coming months would see the drones stretch their capabilities across a
region of chokepoints crucial to both global energy supplies and worldwide shipping.
“We want to put more systems out in the maritime domain above, on and below the
sea,” said Vice Adm. Brad Cooper, who leads the 5th Fleet. “We want more eyes on
what’s happening out there.”
The 5th Fleet includes the crucial Strait of Hormuz, the narrow mouth of the Persian
Gulf through which 20% of all oil passes. It also stretches as far as the Red Sea
reaches near the Suez Canal, the waterway in Egypt linking the Mideast to the
Mediterranean, and the Bab el-Mandeb Strait off Yemen.

Provided by Associated Press In this handout image from the U.S. Navy, an ADARO
unmanned drone passes by the USS Oakland during a drill April 22, 2021, off
Coronado, California. The U.S. Navy's Mideast-based 5th Fleet said Wednesday, Sept.
8, 2021, it will launch a new task force that incorporates airborne, sailing and
underwater drones after years of maritime attacks linked to ongoing tensions with
Iran. (U.S. Navy/Mass Communication Specialist 2nd Class Alex Perlman, via AP)
The systems being used by the 5th Fleet's new Task Force 59 will include some of
those involved in an April test led by the Navy's Pacific Fleet. Drones used in that
exercise included ultra-endurance aerial surveillance drones, surface ships the Sea
Hawk and the Sea Hunter and smaller underwater drones that resemble torpedoes.
The 5th Fleet includes shallow water areas, salty waters and temperatures in the
summertime that can go above 45 degrees Celsius (113 degrees Fahrenheit) with high
humidity. That can prove rough for crewed vessels, let alone those running remotely.
“I think that environment really suits us well to experiment and move faster," Cooper
said. "And our belief is if the new systems can work here, they can probably work
anywhere else and can scale them across other fleets.”
It also represents a region that has seen a series of at-sea attacks in recent years. Off
Yemen, bomb-laden drone boats and mines set adrift by Yemen's Houthi rebels have
damaged vessels amid that country's yearslong war. Near the United Arab Emirates
and the Strait of Hormuz, oil tankers have been seized by Iranian forces.
Suspicious explosions also have struck vessels in the region, ranging from tankers
owned by Western firms, ships tied to Israel and Iranian vessels. Those attacks have
become part of a wider shadow war playing out across the region in the wake of
then-President Donald Trump's 2018 decision to unilaterally withdraw from Iran's
nuclear deal with world powers. Iran even shot down an American drone amid the
tensions.

Provided by Associated Press In this handout image from the U.S. Navy, sailors
prepare a CARINA unmanned undersea drone off San Diego, California, April 19,
2021. The U.S. Navy's Mideast-based 5th Fleet said Wednesday, Sept. 8, 2021, it will
launch a new task force that incorporates airborne, sailing and underwater drones
after years of maritime attacks linked to ongoing tensions with Iran. (U.S. Navy/Lt.
Cmdr. Tony Wright, via AP)
While President Joe Biden has said he's willing to re-enter the deal, negotiations in
Vienna have stalled as Iran now has a new hard-line president. That leaves open the
possibility of further attacks by Iran — as well as by Israel, which has been suspected
in incidents targeting Iranian shipping and its nuclear program.
Cooper acknowledged the tensions in his remarks to journalists Wednesday, but
declined to go into specifics.
“We’re very aware of Iran’s posture and we’ll be prepared to deal with that
appropriately,” the vice admiral said. "I’m going to leave it at that.”
Iran's mission to the United Nations did not immediately respond to a request for
comment on the new Navy task force. However, it operates its own drone fleet and has
published video in the past of flyovers of American aircraft carriers in the region.
The U.S. military also has said fragments left by an attack in July off Oman that killed
two people on an Israeli-linked ship corresponded to Iranian military drones.

Dems bet everything on Biden bounce-back
David Siders - Politico
Joe Biden was billed as the steadying antidote to four turbulent years of Donald
Trump. But after being buffeted this summer by one crisis after another — Covid,

Afghanistan, wildfires in the West and Hurricane Ida in the East — his young
presidency is confronting a make-or-break fall.

Kevin Dietsch/Getty Images President Joe Biden speaks to the media as he departs
the White House on Sept. 7, 2021, in Washington, D.C.
Democrats are well aware of what happened to the last two Democratic presidents
after a choppy first two years. Halfway through Bill Clinton’s first term, in 1994,
Democrats lost 54 House seats and eight in the Senate, ceding control of both houses
of Congress to Republicans for the first time in 40 years.
The carnage during Barack Obama’s first midterm was even uglier: Democrats lost
63 seats in the House. If Biden doesn’t regain his footing within the next few months,
many party veterans fear, his party’s chances of holding on to its narrow majorities in
Congress are almost non-existent.
“There’s no good news here. This is all on his watch,” said Paul Maslin, a top
Democratic pollster who worked on the presidential campaigns of Jimmy Carter and
Howard Dean. “You can argue what he’s doing or not doing, but it’s almost
irrelevant. If things are chaotic and wrong, it ain’t going to help him.”
Democrats are already beginning to calculate the potential cost to the party in 2022.
Over drinks on the sidelines of a recent meeting of the Democratic Governors
Association in Aspen, Colo., party donors and operatives privately took stock of the
damage that Afghanistan and the resurging coronavirus pandemic might hold for the
party’s prospects in the midterm elections next year. The assessment was bleak.
“When Biden was elected, it was supposed to be, ‘Oh, the adults are back in the room
to take charge,’” one strategist who was in Aspen said. “It turns out, we can’t do
anything.
Any Democratic strategist who thinks this is not going to impact the midterms or
impact Biden being reelected, clearly they don’t know what the f--- they’re talking
about.”

Biden’s sagging approval rating is especially alarming to Democrats because a
president’s approval rating is closely correlated with a party’s performance in the
midterms.
Biden’s approval ratings, which have sunk to the mid-40s, stand about where
Clinton’s did at this point in his presidency, and they are worse than Obama’s in
2009, before his self-described “shellacking” in the midterms the following year.
Democrats today hold a slimmer majority in Congress than either of those presidents
had, with less margin for error in the next midterm elections. And that was before a
summer in which nothing seemed to go right.
On Friday, Biden was forced to respond to the release of a weak August jobs report.
Then it was off to Louisiana, where he surveyed hurricane damage. The Caldor Fire
that was scorching the Lake Tahoe region slowed over the weekend.
But new wildfires were burning in California and on Tuesday he was visiting
storm-ravaged areas of New York and New Jersey. The Delta variant, meanwhile, has
thrown the country into another wave of Covid.
“The guy can’t catch a break,” said Les Francis, a Democratic strategist and former
deputy White House chief of staff in the Carter administration. “It’s so reminiscent of
reliving those times, where we had Mount St. Helens, we had Three Mile Island … we
had the truckers rioting … Then we had the hostage crisis. We had the Soviets invade
Afghanistan in December of 1979.”
Francis added: “Now you’ve got a hurricane and a million people without power in
Louisiana. You’ve got wildfires in the West. You’ve got the Delta variant on Covid.
Nobody could criticize him for those things, but they have a way of infecting the
overall political environment. What it does is, it sours people’s attitudes, and if you’re
the guy in charge, people sort of take it out on you, their frustrations, their anger,
whatever it is.”
That confluence of events has Biden’s approval ratings at record lows. And
Americans are also growing increasingly pessimistic about the direction of the
country.
In the six months immediately following Biden’s inauguration, the percentage of
adults who said things have “seriously gotten off on the wrong track” dropped by
about 20 percentage points. But over the past two months, that rate of dissatisfaction
has climbed steadily higher, and is now above 60 percent.
“None of the things that are rearing their heads as problematic issues were caused by
Biden or his administration,” said Doug Herman, who was a lead mail strategist for
Obama’s presidential campaigns.
“But people are upset, their kids are coming home from school with Covid
quarantines, people are tired of their lives being disrupted, and at a certain point in

time, there’s a political penalty to be paid, because if everybody’s angry, it’s not good
for the incumbent party.”
It isn’t just Afghanistan that has harmed Biden’s standing. Public approval of his
handling of the coronavirus pandemic, which had floated above 60 percent for much
of the year, now rests in the low 50s, according to the FiveThirtyEight polling
average. But the chaotic withdrawal of U.S. troops from Afghanistan, including the
deaths of 13 U.S. service members in a terrorist attack, may prove the most
damaging.
Though polls suggest Americans largely favored the policy of withdrawing from
Afghanistan, they were far more critical of Biden’s handling of the exit. And for
Republicans, that presented an opportunity to reopen a line of attack on Biden’s
competency that they were unable to make stick during the presidential campaign.
“He sold himself on competence,” Maslin said. “I think in six months, people are not
going to be attacking the policy [of withdrawal]. … But the fact that it jumped him so
fast, the fact that he said it will never be like Vietnam, you’ll never see the helicopters,
and it all happened, and it all happened in two weeks, I think that obviously raises
questions about the very thing that he’s supposed to be best at.”
Ed Rendell, a former Pennsylvania governor and Biden ally, predicted the party
would not suffer from Biden’s handling of Afghanistan in the midterms as foreign
policy is unlikely to be a top issue.
Still, he conceded the Afghanistan exit “did the most damage, because previously … I
think people thought the Biden administration had a much higher level of competency
in getting things done than the Trump administration did.”
Biden last week offered a forceful defense of the U.S. military’s withdrawal from
Afghanistan, and his administration’s pivot to his domestic agenda may reframe the
midterm elections for the president’s party in more favorable terms.
Democrats are banking on Biden’s ability to move infrastructure and social spending
plans through Congress, while continuing to push for vaccination levels that could
ease the coronavirus pandemic before the elections next year. In the best-case
scenario for Democrats, Covid will come under control and the economy — a likelier
voting issue than foreign policy — will be roaring. Some Democrats think that’s
possible.
Former New Mexico Gov. Bill Richardson, who served in the Clinton administration
as Energy secretary and ambassador to the United Nations, said that “in the end, I
think that these three crises that Biden is facing — Covid, Afghanistan and the
hurricane — he is going to be seen as a president who can deal with crises in an
efficient, compassionate way, and it’s going to be a plus.”
The timing of the crises — more than a year out from the midterm election — might
also play a role in Biden’s ability to bounce back. William Owen, a Democratic
National Committee member from Tennessee, said that “just from a Machiavellian
standpoint, you want to get all these problems out as soon as possible.

He’s only been in office eight months now, so you do these problems, get the problems
out of the way to begin with, and then you deal with the day-to-day problems as they
come up.”
Biden, Owen said, “is doing pretty doggone good.”
But following a taxing summer, the implications of Biden getting the next several
months right, especially in Congress, are substantial.
Larry Cohen, the former Communications Workers of America president who now
chairs the Bernie Sanders-aligned group Our Revolution, said progressive members
of Congress he consults with express “grave concern about how we plow through
what’s hopefully the last chapter of Covid — of this magnitude, anyway — and create
a sense that we can have much happier lives, looking into the end of this year and the
new year.”
Cohen is optimistic. But if Biden is going to put the summer of 2021 behind him, he
said, a multitrillion-dollar spending plan at the center of Biden’s agenda “needs to be
a turning point” for the administration. If it passes, that will give Biden — and his
party — a major victory to point to just as the 2022 campaign begins in earnest.
It’s possible that, even if the electorate’s mood does not improve, voters won’t
exclusively punish Democrats in 2022 — but, rather, incumbents of both parties.
Public approval of Republicans in Congress was lower overall than Democrats,
according to a recent Georgetown University Battleground Poll.
And if voters are still comparing Biden to his predecessor — or if Trump becomes a
major polarizing force in the midterm elections, as seems likely — the contrast
between Biden’s and Trump’s management of challenges such as Covid may insulate
the current president and his party.
“It feels like the apocalypse sometimes when you wake up and turn on the news,” said
Megan Jones, a former Harry Reid adviser and Nevada-based Democratic consultant.
“You’ve got Delta raging, you’ve got a fire that’s the size of New York City, and
you’ve got floods. It’s all too much for everybody. But I can tell you every day I thank
God that it’s Biden and it’s not Trump handling this.”
Celinda Lake, a prominent Democratic pollster who advised Biden’s 2020 campaign,
said August was “a month of really bad news, and also a month of unpredictable
news, and that’s made the public very depressed.”
“It’s been everything,” Lake said. “It’s fires, it’s hurricanes, it’s Haiti, it’s
Afghanistan, it’s Covid, it’s the economy, it’s going back to school. But the thing is, in
most cases, people don’t blame Joe Biden for this, and in some of the areas, like
Covid, they still think he’s doing a good job.”
The outcome of the midterms, Lake said, may “depend on the fall, and what the
Democrats and the administration can get done. … They have the potential to have a
really good fall.”

Fort Hood gunman congratulates Taliban from death row in handwritten letter
Pamela K. Browne - Examiner
EXCLUSIVE — The former U.S. Army major and self-described “soldier of Allah”
behind the deadly 2009 massacre at Fort Hood cheered the resurgent Taliban’s
takeover of Afghanistan in a letter obtained exclusively by the Washington Examiner.
Writing from death row at Fort Leavenworth, Nidal Hasan boasted “We Have Won”
and congratulated the Taliban. Hasan, who gunned down 14 people and wounded 43
more, urged the nascent terrorist government to implement its brand of brutal
oppression under the guise of religion.
“Congratulations on your victory over those who hate for the Laws of All-Mighty God
to be supreme on the land,” Hasan wrote in the letter, dated Aug. 18. “I pray to Allah
that He helps you implement Shariah Law full, correctly and fairly.”
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Although Hasan, who was radicalized by Imam Anwar al Awlaki and had business
cards calling himself a “soldier of Allah,” shouted “Allahu Akbar” during his Nov. 5,
2009, rampage, the Obama administration stubbornly refused to classify the attack as
an act of terrorism.
Instead, the Pentagon deemed it a case of “workplace violence,” which made victims
ineligible for the Purple Heart until Congress intervened. In 2013, Hasan was
convicted by a military court for murdering 13 people and sentenced to death.
In his neatly handwritten letter, Hasan asked his attorney, retired Army Col. John
Galligan, to deliver his message of congratulations to the Taliban’s leadership —
many of whom were held at Guantanamo Bay until they were freed by the Obama
administration in a controversial swap for U.S. Army deserter Bowe Bergdahl.
“I’m not at all surprised by Maj. Nidal Hasan’s recent statement — he’s always been
consistent in the terms of his support for the governments to be rooted upon Sharia
law,” said Galligan, who is appealing Hasan’s court-martial conviction and death
sentence.
“Given the Taliban victory in Afghanistan and President Biden’s apparent
capitulation on many fronts, Nidal Hasan and I are anxious to see what, if any, action
will be taken with respect to the individuals still incarcerated at Guantanamo.”

Provided by Washington Examiner Writing from death row at Fort Leavenworth,
Nidal Hasan boasted “WE HAVE WON” and congratulated the Taliban.
Hasan, who gunned down 14 people and wounded 43 more, urged the nascent
terrorist government to implement its brand of brutal oppression under the guise of
religion. Courtesy of Col. John Galligan
Hasan is paralyzed after being wounded during the attack, in which he fired hundreds
of rounds into the packed deployment center at the base in Killeen, Texas. Galligan

said his client is fighting his current jailers over the length of his beard and is in poor
health.
Former U.S. Army Staff Sgt. Shawn Manning, who survived Hasan’s spree despite
being shot six times, said the U.S. pullout from Afghanistan makes this a particularly
tough time for those who have served.
"Hasan stopped my deployment to Afghanistan. But for the soldiers who are feeling
like their sacrifice was for nothing, they should know we can't control what politicians
do, but we can control how we stand up for each other in this difficult time," he said.
As for Hasan's latest message to the world, Manning said, "I am not surprised that he
would ally himself with a group of people who feel it necessary to kill women and
children."
Evidence revealed during Hasan’s court-martial showed that warning signs were
missed prior to the attack. Hasan had corresponded via email with al Awlaki, then a
wanted terrorist and the subject of a bungled top-tier FBI counterintelligence
investigation under former FBI Director Robert Mueller.
In the 18 emails with al Awlaki, Hasan wrote about killing fellow U.S. soldiers and
boasted that he considered himself an extension of al Awlaki and al Qaeda.

Provided by Washington Examiner In the 18 emails with Anwar al-Awlaki, Hasan
wrote about killing fellow U.S. soldiers and boasted that he considered himself an
extension of Awlaki and al-Qaeda Courtesy of Col. John Galligan

Multiple government investigations, including one sanctioned by Mueller, confirmed
there was a mishandling of the Hasan emails with al Awlaki prior to the attack
at Fort Hood.
A 2011 report by the U.S. Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Government
Affairs called Hasan “a ticking time bomb” and showed how the Army major was
radicalized in plain sight, faulting the FBI and Department of Defense for a
“superficial inquiry” into the email exchanges with al Awlaki.
Al Awlaki was killed by a Hellfire missile in Yemen on Sept. 30, 2011, in a drone
strike ordered by the United States.

Biden fires Cmdr. Sean Spicer from Navy Academy board
Paul Bedard - Examiner
You're fired!
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That’s what a note from the White House to former Trump spokesman Sean
Spicer said in demanding that he resign from the U.S. Naval Academy Board of
Visitors.
“On behalf of President Biden, I am writing to request your resignation as a member
of the Board of Visitors to the U.S. Naval Academy. Please submit your resignation to
me by the close of business today,” read the letter sent Wednesday by the White
House personnel office.
“Should we not receive your resignation, your position with the board will be
terminated effective 6 p.m. tonight. Thank you,” it added.

Spicer tweeted in response, “Instead of focusing on the stranded Americans left in
#Afghanistan, President Biden is trying to terminate the Trump appointees to the
Naval Academy, West Point and Air Force Academy.”
Of course it is the president’s prerogative to pick and choose who he wants on
presidential boards and Spicer had a big target on his back, especially because of his
Biden-bashing show on Newsmax TV, Spicer & Co.
He also has a new book coming out that is also tough on Biden, Radical Nation: Joe
Biden and Kamala Harris’s Dangerous Plan for America.
Spicer, a commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve, was proud of his board position with
the Naval Academy. “This is a huge honor to join this prestigious group of people on
the board,” he said when former President Trump appointed him to the board in July
2019.

Taliban fighters invited journalists to watch them gloat over the ruins of a CIA base
that departing US forces destroyed
Tom Porter (tporter@businessinsider.com ) - Business Insider

AAMIR QURESHI/AFP via Getty Images Members of the Taliban Badri 313 military
unit stand beside damaged and discarded vehicles parked near the destroyed Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) base in Deh Sabz district northeast of Kabul on September
6, 2021 after the US pulled all its troops out of the country.
Taliban militants invited journalists to the ruins of Eagle Base, the CIA base and
detention facility just outside the Afghan capital of Kabul.
The US destroyed it while making a hasty retreat from Afghanistan after the country's
government fell in mid-August.
Militants from the elite Badri 313 unit accompanied journalists from outlets including
the news wire AFP, the Los Angeles Times, and the Turkish news channel TRT World
to inspect the site Monday.
The Taliban commander Mullah Hasnain told AFP that militants watched the base
for 10 days as the US withdrew its forces and saw explosions at the site.
"We didn't stop them, even the last convoy that went by road to the airport," he said.
"We didn't attack them, because we followed orders from our top officials."
Hasnain said one large crater at the site appeared to be an ammunition
dump detonated by the US on August 27.

Aamir QURESHI / AFP) (Photo by AAMIR QURESHI/AFP via Getty
Images Members of the Taliban Badri 313 military unit walk amid debris of the
destroyed Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) base in Deh Sabz district northeast of
Kabul on September 6, 2021 after the US pulled all its troops out of the country.
The blast came the day after a terrorist attack against refugees and US forces at
Kabul airport and was mistaken by some on the day for a second attack.
Not everything was ruined, Hasnain said, pointing out what he said were intact
rockets. He asked reporters not to touch them, adding, "We can still shoot with them."
Reporters filmed surreal scenes as they wandered the ruins, with one of the few intact
buildings left at the site a recreation room with pool tables and a dart board, reported
Ali Mustafa of TRT.
Nabih Bulos, a correspondent for the Los Angeles Times, tweeted footage from the
interior of one building showing debris, wild dogs running inside, and rows of what
appeared to be cage-like or cabinet-like structures in one room.
"Here they are saying that they found nothing," Bulos said. "No computers, just empty
rooms with lots of debris. They really did a number on this one."
US officials said the CIA detonated the base to prevent arms and intelligence from
falling into the hands of the Taliban.
The base, a sprawling complex in a former factory not far from Kabul airport, had
been the nerve center of US intelligence operations in Afghanistan for two decades.
It was one of the CIA's notorious black sites, where detainees were interrogated and
tortured after 9/11. It was also more recently used to train Afghan counterintelligence
units.

The New York Times, on the basis of an analysis of satellite footage, found that as the
US rushed to get citizens and allies out of Kabul in the wake of the Taliban's rise to
power on August 15, clandestine evacuations had taken place from the base.

The CIA’s least covert mission
Alex Thompson - Politico
In the bowels of its Langley headquarters, a fluorescent-lit, mundane office space
houses a team of about a dozen people engaged in what is perhaps the Central
Intelligence Agency’s least covert mission: to make American citizens “like” the
agency on social media.

AP Photo The Central Intelligence Agency now boasts robust followings on a number
of social media platforms.
An edict is posted to the wall: “Every time you make a typo….the errorists win.”
The United State’s premier intelligence agency has slowly ramped up its social media
presence since joining Facebook and Twitter in 2014, creating one of the federal
government’s quirkiest, creative, and controversial PR campaigns.
The aim: to dispel some of the negative press and conspiracy theories that have
dogged the agency over the years by showing the public that CIA staffers are just like
us.
“Demystify, educate, and then recruit,” said Candice Bryant, the 37-year-old leader
of the agency’s social media team, who exclusively sat down with POLITICO to
discuss the agency’s engagement strategy publicly.
There's people who don't realize that we have a softer side here,” said Bryant, who
has been at the agency for almost 17 years. "So our audience is really the entirety of
the American public.”
But not everyone thinks the CIA — with a reputation as one of the world’s most
exclusive and lethal fraternities — should be chasing clout by sanding down its edges.
The efforts have drawn scorn from the left and the right. Some liberals say the CIA is

presenting a whitewashed version of the CIA’s history, while many on the right argue
that the social media strategy is making the agency appear weak.
Bryant and two other millennial architects of the social media effort, who went only
by Michael and Alexis at the CIA’s request to preserve some anonymity, sat down to
explain why one of the world’s most clandestine organizations just can’t stop posting.
“Share what we can, protect what we must,” said Michael, who takes the lead on the
“Humans of CIA” effort.
The agency now boasts robust followings on Instagram (398,000 followers), YouTube
(60,000 subscribers), Facebook (993,000 likes), and Twitter (3.2 million followers) —
“With Tik Tok, obviously, there's the Chinese risk,” a spokesperson said, but added
that joining the Gen Z-dominated video app remains a possibility.
After this piece published, the spokesperson clarified that "we currently have no plans
to join.”
The team has harnessed social media tropes and hashtags including Girl Boss-y posts
touting “Women Crush Wednesday,” #KnowYourValue, pumpkin spice lattes, dog
photos, #TuesdayTrivia, and a recurring “Humans of CIA” series modeled on the
popular “Humans of New York” photography project that went viral just over a
decade ago.
They argue that the CIA is just adapting to a media environment where every person
and corporation is a potential publisher that can put forward a brand.
“One of the reasons that we're on social media is if we're not talking about ourselves,
other people will still be and then there's a vacuum,” explained Sara Lichterman, a
CIA spokesperson and liaison to the entertainment industry who joined the
conversation at Langley.
“So we have to come and tell our own story.”
The story on the CIA’s social media feeds largely omits waterboarding, drone strikes,
bad WMD intelligence, failed coups, or even successful coups. Nor does it focus too
much on cool gadgets, discerning Jack Ryan-esque analysts, or Jason Bourne-type
spies.
“You want people to be able to see themselves here, not just a certain kind of person,”
explained Bryant.
That impulse hasn’t been received well by some conservatives. This past spring,
Republicans including former CIA Director Mike Pompeo and Fox News’ Tucker
Carlson hit the agency’s social team when it posted a video promoting the agency’s
diversity.
“I am a woman of color, I am a mom, I am a cisgender millennial who’s been
diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder. I am intersectional, but my existence is
not a box-checking exercise,” said Mija, a CIA employee.

Pompeo accused the agency of prioritizing “some liberal woke agenda” over national
security. “When I was Director of the CIA, we valued individuals based on their
talent and skill, not their race or sexuality,” he tweeted in May. “We’ve come a long
way from Jason Bourne,” quipped Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex). Carlson altered the
CIA’s logo to make it “Cisgender Intersectional Agency.”
The team was initially “panicky,” Alexis recalled, but ultimately felt good about
breaking through. “We trended for like a good three days,” she said. “I just felt like
we started a conversation on both sides, whether we consider it good or bad
[coverage].”
Bryant added: “As long as that message of [diversity, inclusion, and equity] got out
there, we're good, right?...We need James Bond, and we have James Bond, but we
also need a whole range of other people, right?”
The social media team has also drawn mockery for posting artifacts like a
commemorative “Bay of Pigs Victory Coin,” which was made but never issued after
the effort to start an insurrection in Cuba in 1961 famously failed.
Bryant says it’s important to talk about at least some of the agency’s embarrassing
moments in order to cultivate their audience. Posting only positive things, she said,
“would make us look untrustworthy.”
The CIA’s outreach has also drawn skepticism from some other corners of social
media. Asked about “Humans of CIA,” Brandon Stanton, the creator of “Humans of
New York,” wrote in an email, “I guess anyone is free to profile their employees. But
certainly would prefer them to not use the name of my work.”
CIA officials, however, believe the effort has been critical to drawing people to the
agency. Lichterman said that the CIA’s incoming 2021 class is the third largest in a
decade and “represents the most diverse talent pool, including persons with
disabilities, since 2010.”
Still, there are risks that come with operating a social media handle representing one
of the most opaque — and feared — parts of America’s national security apparatus.
In 2015, the agency forgot to add hashtags or thread a tweet recounting a story from
the Korean War that took place in the early 1950s.
The tweet — “Analysts noted massing N. Korean forces, including tanks & heavy
artillery, along the 38th parallel & evacuation of civilians from the area” — caused
some brief alarm.
Lichterman said that one of their unique social media rules is: “We can't be too jokey
about international incidents.

